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Citizen Science definition



Haklay. 2013. Citizen Science and volunteered geographic information: Overview and typology of participation, Crowdsourcing Geographic
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Citizen Science is a valid data generator

Implementing citizen science projects is not simple!!!

It goes beyond public participation

Source: Verity Harrison - www.thinkdoodly.com 

Copyright: ©Verity Harrison 2015

➢ Generation and analysis of data relative to the natural world by members of the general public, usually  as part of a 

collaborative project of professional scientists. Oxford English Dictionary, 2014

➢ The number of projects is multiplying in all areas of knowledge. Widely used for monitoring  environmental 

pollution. Open Science Monitor, EC 2016: European map of CS

➢ In some scientific areas, such as biodiversity studies, the data collected by citizens is the largest valid  source of knowledge 

for science. Chandler et al, 2017

Potentials:

➢ Complement existing data sets
➢ Compare new data with existing  

data

➢ Create new data sets

➢ Informing public policies in social  

and environmental topics  
Inventory of CS activities for  

environmental policies, JRC, 2018

http://www.thinkdoodly.com/


Citizen Science Impact

https://eu-citizen.science/policy_brief/
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14partners
9 countries

3,1M€

2nd cause of complaints  
worldwide (after noise)  
Deficient regulations  
Methodologies do not  
consider social impact

Co-creating collaborative odour maps 

by  gathering real time odour

observations

Odour

Pollution



ITERATIVE  

PROCESS

Odour Pollution is a local  

issue that can be

regulated  through 

Ordinances or  

Environmental Licenses





The pioneer pilot: the Barcelona  

Case Study

• Urban context

• Historial odour issues
• A variety of emitting activities  

(Waste and Wastewater

treatment  plants, amongst

others)

• A variety of social realities
• Variety of access to 

technology  (usually high)

• Potential good collaboration 

with  environmental 

authorities and  emitting

activities



Collect perceptions on odour issues from  women 

working in markets + stakeholders  waste 

management sector

How often do you work at the market? E.g. every day, once a week  

How long have you workedhere?

Have you ever noticed any smells in the area?  

What type ofsmells?

Are they good / bad?  

Are theystrong?

Are they always the same type/intensity?

Relatively speaking, is the level of smell better or worse today  

compared tousual?

Is it worse at different times of day, different days of the week?  Is 

there a pattern in how the odour changes?

Is it worse in dry season/rainyseason?

Is it better or worse than last year forexample?

…



Detected need: more effective communication  

strategies for each 4H stakeholder



NEWSERA: CS in the new paradigm for  

scicomm

The overall aim of NEWSERA is to demonstrate the virtues of

citizen science as an inclusive, broad and powerful science

communication mechanism that can allow to increase trust in

science communication and, in turn, in science at large, while

opening up science and innovation to society, raising awareness

and educating in science, and reducing the chances of incurring in

fake news, by promoting critical thinking.

Our challenge is to integrate citizen science as a tool in science

communication and define specific strategies addressed to

quadruple helix stakeholders.

6 partners

3 countries

1,2M€

New Paradigm #CitSciComm  

New Concept#CitSciJournalism



Common need with other CS Projects

Figure 1. Geographical distribution of projects surveyed European countries in EU-

28

including UK and Switzerland, (n=157). Yellow ocher intensity indicates

the

concentration of projects. Grey indicates no

projects.

Main findings:

i)common target  

audience - majority

citizens;

ii) social networks as  

main communication tool;

iii) data open access

policies

38 CS Projects engaged  

as the NEWSERA pilots  

(17 Spain, 11 Italy, 10  

Portugal)

Roche J, Arias, R., et al., Front. Env. Sci. 

2021  Giardullo, P., et al., 

under review

Interviews and Selection

Survey “Portrait of CS communication strategies in EU CS  projects



Policy Brief 1 Policy Brief 2

Communities of Practice

❖ CS Pilots

❖ Stakeholder Groups

❖ Scicomm and  

Science Journalism  

Professionals

❖ NEWSERA Partners

#CitSciComm Labs

NEWSERA uses a bottom-up approach to co-design innovative science communication strategies for selected  

ongoing CS  projects, to improve their #scicomm practices and impact, towards each of the 4-helix stakeholder  

groups and science communication and journalism professionals



Co-creation with target stakeholders iskey

Magalhães J., et al., JCom

2022



Zenodo NEWSERA community

NEWSERA Impact Framework and indicators

…



Innovative Communication Actions

Directed social media campaigns

Establishment of ambassadors’ networks  

Gamification

Storytelling to humanize subject  

Contests’ organization

Integration of citizen science in university  

curricula

Train the Trainers

Magalhães J., et al., JCom

2022



Policy Brief NEWSERA Available in EN, ES, PT, IT

Challenge

s



Recommendations
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➔ Flexibility

➔ Mentoring

➔ CapacityBuilding

➔ Dedicated and specialized HR

➔ Funding

➔ Cross-border synergies

➔ Networking

M ore…

Common Needs



Mutual Learning Exercise - 11  EU countries



IMPETUS Project
5 partners

5 countries

4,1M€
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The Annual, International Conference
on 

Impact of Science
Leiden, Netherland

22-24 June 2022

AESIS
Network for Advancing & Evaluating the Impact of Science

Community Engagement & Citizen Science

Dr. Rajesh Tandon
Founder- President, PRIA

UNESCO Chair in CBR- SR in Higher Education



• What Science?

• Citizens' Lens



Knowledge 
Production

• Communities & 

everyday life

• labs and academia



Knowledge 
Cultures

• Academic (scientific?)

• Community (culture, language, contexts)



Co-creation...from framing to dissemination

Integration of knowledge cultures.....methods & tools

Partnerships
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Citizen science as collaboration
…not just a “methodology”

Dr Pen-Yuan Hsing

co-founder
MammalWeb.org
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bird icon by Symbolon from the Noun Project CC BY 3.0

@MammalWeb
#CitizenScience
#IOS22

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://thenounproject.com/icon/1125741/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


@MammalWeb

citizen science 
wildlife monitoring

https://www.mammalweb.org/


Durham UK

map by Stamen Design, CC BY 3.0
data by OpenStreetMap, ODbL

http://maps.stamen.com/m2i/image/20171201/toner-background_-1GJbwkXD60
https://stamen.com/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
https://openstreetmap.org/
https://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright


motion-sensing
camera traps







by Roland Ascroft CC BY-SA 4.0

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/


by Roland Ascroft, CC BY-SA 4.0

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/








Generic Tablet by BenBois from openclipart, CC0

https://openclipart.org/detail/29785/ipad
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/


interactive visualisations



consensus classifications “votes”

?
logistic regression model calibrated with expert 
classifications



machine learning for 
automated species identification

Norouzzadeh et al. (2018) PNAS 115 (25), CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1719367115
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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“…people referred to 
MammalWeb as their 
favourite activity.”

“…great to see young people 
who are so knowledgeable and 
enthusiastic about science.”

Dr Paula Martin, coordinator
Celebrate Science 2017

visitor feedback





citizen science
as science engagement and 

crowdsourcing



scientists

everyone else



authority-driven citizen science

Ottinger, G. (2017) in The Political Economy of Science
Reconstructing or reproducing? Scientific authority and models of change in two traditions of 
citizen science

https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315685397-31


“Kevin Grove State School, Teacher and Class, April 1951” by Queensland State Archives from Flickr, public domain

https://flic.kr/p/HuLbrC


Milky Way Rising, May 11, 2013 by Mike Lewinski from Flickr, CC BY 2.0Zooniverse logo from their Git repository, fair use

https://flic.kr/p/eiwgeo
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://github.com/zooniverse/Brand


https://www.galaxyzoo.org/ screenshot, fair use

https://www.galaxyzoo.org/


https://www.mammalweb.org/


200+
citizen scientists
since May 2015



350+ years
of observation time



~2,000,000
photos uploaded



20+ partner projects



map by Stamen Design, CC BY 3.0
data by OpenStreetMap, ODbL

international 
partners

flags by lipis, MIT license

http://maps.stamen.com/m2i/image/20210228/toner-background_kzXVpPLlSwg
http://maps.stamen.com/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
https://openstreetmap.org/
https://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright
https://github.com/lipis/flag-icon-css
https://github.com/lipis/flag-icons/blob/main/LICENSE




otter photo by Anne Kelly CC BY-SA 2.0

https://flic.kr/p/ZHoMfP
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/


otter photo by Anne Kelly CC BY-SA 2.0

https://flic.kr/p/224KfGa
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/


camera trap photo by Roland Ascroft, CC BY-SA 4.0

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/


squirrel photo by Roland Ascroft, CC BY-SA 2.0

https://flic.kr/p/2bjgS8D
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/


roe deer photo by Roland Ascroft, CC BY-SA 2.0

https://flic.kr/p/NWP6TK
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/


social-movement citizen science

Ottinger, G. (2017) in The Political Economy of Science
Reconstructing or reproducing? Scientific authority and models of change in two traditions of 
citizen science

https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315685397-31


Safecast logo, fair use

https://safecast.org/
https://blog.safecast.org/about/


modified from after Tsunami by Jun Teramoto from Flickr, CC BY 2.0

Fukushima nuclear disaster

https://flic.kr/p/9zVuYN
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


SAFECAST by Yusuke Kawasaki from Flickr, CC BY 2.0

https://flic.kr/p/avVdsE
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
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http://safecast.org/tilemap/?y=37.56&x=140.753&z=10&l=0&m=0


2016-09-20_18-36-03_Nikon_JH by Jan Helebrant from Flickr CC BY-SA 2.02016-12-05_15-11-32_Nikon_JH by Jan Helebrant from Flickr CC BY-SA 2.0

https://flic.kr/p/2kvHud8
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://flic.kr/p/2iWGtno
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/


bgphoto-l6 from safecast.org CC BY-SA 3.0

5,000+
citizen scientists

100+ countries

170,000,000+
measurements!

https://web.archive.org/web/20211030151358/https:/safecast.org/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Safecast world map from map.safecast.org CC BY-SA 3.0

https://map.safecast.org/?y=14.4&x=41.4&z=3&l=0&m=0
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Public Lab logo by Public Lab contributors, CC BY-SA 3.0
Oil in Water by XPRIZE Foundation from Flickr, CC BY 2.0

https://publiclab.org/
https://publiclab.org/wiki/kits-artwork
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://flic.kr/p/anJMSK
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


Deepwater Horizon Offshore Drilling Platform on Fire by Ideum from Flickr, CC BY 2.0

Deepwater Horizon oil spill

https://flic.kr/p/8bkzov
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


Public Lab Balloon Mapping Kit 1.5 by Jeff Warren from Flickr CC BY-SA 2.0

https://flic.kr/p/dnt8qZ
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/


air balloon mapping photo by Public Lab from store.public.org, CC BY-SA 3.0

https://store.publiclab.org/products/balloon-mapping-kit?variant=7028822724
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


modified from May-27-IsleGrandTerre-LA by Stewart Long from Flickr, CC BY 2.0

https://flic.kr/p/89k3WH
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/


Kite Photo of Pollution from United Bulk terminal by eustatic from Public Lab, CC BY-SA 3.0

https://publiclab.org/notes/eustatic/05-28-2013/kite-photos-of-ongoing-coal-pollution-in-plaquemines-parish-la
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


WarnerLkVis7344TrapaSH1800 by cfastie from Public Lab, CC BY-SA 3.0

https://publiclab.org/wiki/stories
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


modified from Bourj Al Shamali Refugee Camp by Claudia Martinez Mansell from 
Public Lab, CC BY-SA 3.0

Bourj Al Shamali
refugee camp

LEBANON

https://publiclab.org/notes/clauds/04-28-2016/camp-code-how-to-navigate-a-refugee-settlement
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


https://publiclab.org/notes/clauds/09-03-2015/a-public-lab-chapter-in-bourj-al-shamali
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


photo by Claudia Martinez Mansell from Public Lab, CC BY-SA 3.0

https://publiclab.org/notes/firas/03-13-2017/exhibition-and-mapping-workshops-in-bourj-al-shamali
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


modified from Bourj Al Shamali Refugee Camp by Claudia Martinez Mansell from 
Public Lab, CC BY-SA 3.0

https://publiclab.org/wiki/bourj-al-shamali-refugee-camp
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/




Global Citizen Science Partnership logo from citizenscienceglobal.org, fair use

http://citizenscienceglobal.org/index.html


UNESCO

Recommendation on 
Open Science
ratified in November 2021

UNESCO logo from Wikimedia Commons, public domain

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:UNESCO_logo_English.svg


excerpt from Recommendation on Open 
Science from UNESCO, fair use

“…dialogue with other knowledge systems… 
knowledge holders beyond the traditional scientific 

community”

https://en.unesco.org/science-sustainable-future/open-science/recommendation


citizen science

methodology
as a



citizen science

collaboration
as a



@MammalWeb #CitizenScience 
#IOS2022

internet by Adrien, bird by Symbolon, email by Gregor Cresnar from the Noun Project CC BY 3.0

by Dr Pen-Yuan Hsing of MammalWeb.org

penyuanhsing {at} posteo [dot] is

thank you!

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=internet&i=1213108
https://thenounproject.com/icon/1125741/
https://thenounproject.com/icon/1002247/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Community Engagement & Citizen Science

“We need to move beyond citizen science as a methodology towards a 
collaborative mindset with tangible mutual benefits. Diverysity, 

equity and inclusion in early stages of  the process can value and
integrate multiple community knowledge cultures to achieve a 

sutainable impact aligned with societal needs.”


